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Cherry Chase Elementary School

1138 Heatherstone Way, Sunnyvale CA 94087
Phone (408) 522-8241

Sick child? cce.absence@sesd.org

Click here to be directed to the Cherry Chase Website

Volunteers

Our volunteer approval process has gone digital! Please
complete the volunteer form online using this link:
https://permission.click/pjznJ/us. A TB test result or Risk
Assessment must be uploaded to complete and submit the
form. You can begin volunteering once you receive an approval
email from the District O�ce. Volunteers would only be

Is Your Child Sick or Unable to Attend
School?

Is your child sick or unable to attend school?
Parents please report any student absences by calling the
school o�ce at 408-522-8241 or emailing
cce.absence@sesd.org or jen.maylard@sesd.org
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working in a virtual group environment; there are no onsite volunteer opportunities at this
time. Please contact Brenda Fox-Grugett with any questions at brenda.fox-grugett@sesd.org.

Have You Moved?

If you have recently moved to a new address (or a new
apartment in the same complex) please contact
jen.maylard@sesd.org so we can o�cially change it in our
system.

Cherry Chase is a CLOSED Campus

Even though students are not on campus, many teachers are
present, teaching from their classrooms. Please remember
that our campus is closed 8:00am-4:00pm to ALL visitors at
this time. We appreciate your cooperation and understanding!

March Character Trait: Cooperation

During the month of March, we will be focusing on the
character trait of Cooperation. Teachers will be reading the
book Swimmy by Leo Lionni to emphasize this character
trait.

What is Cooperation?
- Cooperation is when people work together toward a
common goal or purpose.
- Cooperation is characterized by a sense of “give and take”.
- Cooperation is Teamwork.
- Cooperation requires: compromise, listening, sharing,
encouraging, taking turns, and doing your part.

Congratulations! Your Child Is Showing Signs of Cooperation
When He/She:
- Works with other family members to accomplish a task.
- Works with others to solve problems.
- Listens carefully to other people’s ideas.

Discussion Questions About Cooperation:
- Ask your child to tell you things they do at school that
require them to
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Teaching Kids about Equity

What is equity? Equity is often used interchangeably with
equality, but they have distinctly different meanings. While
equality demands everyone should be treated the same
regardless of differences, equity is giving everyone what they
need to succeed.

Every child deserves the opportunity to be successful based on his or her unique gifts and
talents, but not every child has equitable opportunities.

According to the Momentous Institute Organization, it’s critical that children understand equity
and the many barriers to achieving it, including race, gender and socio-economic status. If
parents or teachers stay silent around the topic of equity, many children will begin to develop
their own perception, of themselves or those around them based on these labels.

Conversations around inequity are crucial. Children are talking about these barriers, whether
or not their parents or other adults are creating safe places for those important
conversations. Children process the world through small experiences that, when compounded
over time, shape their own identity and their perception of others, including people of other
races, ethnicities, genders and socio-economic statuses.
It is crucial that parents ensure “their voice is in the room,” says Momentous Institute’s Dr.
Garica Sanford, training director. “When we don’t talk to children about topics like race, we
miss opportunities to help them understand the unique ethnic and cultural differences that
exist and enrich our world.”

How to start the conversation:
Like adults, children can identify inequity in the world. They may see two children being treated
differently at school or they may hear a story on the news that highlights inequity. Adults can
use these opportunities to open a conversation in developmentally appropriate ways. An adult
might ask a child what she thinks about an experience of inequity, or if she’s seen other
examples of inequity and how she might handle it. It may be as simple as saying, “there are

cooperate with others.
- Ask your child what makes him/her feel like part of a group.
- Have your child tell you about a time he/she cooperated
with friends.
- Have a discussion about cooperation in your family. In what
ways do you cooperate with one another?
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times when people are treated differently just because of their race or gender. How do you feel
about that?”

Equality vs Equity

We must teach children two key words and their de�nitions
from Merriam-Webster to better understand the idea of
fairness:

Equality: the quality or state of being equal; the quality or state
of having the same rights, social status, etc.

Equity: fairness or justice in the way people are treated

Once students understand and can discern between equality and equity, glean examples from
their everyday life and use them as prompts in a game of “Fair or Foul?” Do these scenarios hit
a fair ball or a foul ball in the game of life? If foul, how can they be changed to make the
situation fair?

Some scenarios you can use are:
Your older sister gets to stay up later than you.
Your brother got money for his birthday and you didn’t.
Your friend brings her ball to school but won’t let you play with it.
Nick always gets to be the line leader.
You save a seat for someone in the cafeteria.
Your friend lets you cut in line in front of him at the drinking fountain.

Literature offers more models for what’s fair and what’s not. Use the following titles to help
your child re�ect on how the characters in these stories resolved their fairness frustrations:

Lillian's Right to Vote by Jonah WInter
I am Jackie Robinson by Brad Meltzer
She Persisted Around the World by Chelsea Clinton
Separate Is Never Equal: Sylvia Mendez and Her Family's Fight for Desegregation
by Duncan Tonatiuh

Keep the lines of communication open and give your child permission to discuss their
thoughts and feelings when life doesn’t seem fair. Ask them what they want or need to resolve
their con�icts. Help them become problem solvers by listening to their concerns and offering
equitable options to help strengthen their voices and choices as they work to negotiate life so
that it feels fair for everyone.
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Important Definitions for the Panorama
Survey

The panorama survey will be coming out soon and in order to
accurately �ll it out, it is important to understand what
growth-mindset, resilience, self-management, and grit are.

A growth mindset, describes people who believe that their success depends on time and
effort. People with a growth mindset feel their skills and intelligence can be improved with
effort and persistence. They embrace challenges, persist through obstacles, learn from
criticism and seek out inspiration in others’ success.
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Resilience
The ability to recover quickly
from di�culties; toughness.

Self-Management
Self-management, which is
also referred to as “self-
control” or “self-regulation,” is
the ability to regulate one's
emotions, thoughts, and
behaviors effectively in
different situations.

Grit
Grit is having perseverance and
passion for long-term goals.
Grit entails working strenuously
toward challenges, maintaining
effort and interest over years
despite failure, adversity, and
plateaus in progress.

Covid-19 Reminders

COVID-19 cases and deaths are rising across the United
States. We all must remain vigilant. The changes we have had
to make to routines and daily life are extremely hard, but these
changes are even more important now and in the future. We
must stop the spread of this dangerous virus. The more steps you and your family can take to
prevent the spread of COVID-19, the safer you will be.  Here are some tips according to the
CDC.

Three Important Ways to Slow the Spread
Wear a mask to protect yourself and others and stop the spread of COVID-19.
Stay at least 6 feet (about 2 arm lengths) from others who don’t live with you, and avoid
crowds.
Wash your hands with soap and water for 20 seconds or use hand sanitizer with at least
60% alcohol.

How to Protect Yourself When Going Out
Wear a mask that covers your nose and mouth to help protect yourself and others. Masks
offer some protection to you and may protect those around you if you are unknowingly
infected with the virus that causes COVID-19.

Choose a mask with two or more layers of washable, breathable fabric that �ts
snugly against the sides of your face.

Stay 6 feet apart and avoid crowds.
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The more people you are in contact with, the more likely you are to be exposed to
COVID-19.

Avoid indoor spaces as much as possible, particularly ones that aren’t well ventilated.
You may �nd it harder to stay 6 feet apart in indoor spaces.

Wash your hands often.
Use soap and water for 20 seconds, especially after you have been in a public place
or hand sanitizer if soap and water aren’t available.

How to Cope with Stress
Care for yourself one small way each day.
Unwind by doing yoga, listening to music, or gardening.
Find new ways to connect with family and friends, get support, and share feelings.
Eat healthy foods and get enough rest
Relax by reading, listening to music, or starting a new hobby.

Examples of Writing in the Virtual Classroom

Second Grade Narrative Writing (Small Moments)

First Grade Informational Writing

4th Grade Responding to Literature (Harry Potter)
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Helpful Parent Resources

Click here to go to the Cherry Chase PTA Website
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